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h i g h l i g h t s

� A mixed spinel Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox material is synthesized as an oxygen carrier.

� It performs a good redox stability even at reduction level of 0.75 during 20 cycles.

� The spinel support can inhibit sintering of Cu and Fe active compositions.
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a b s t r a c t

The reduction level for a metal oxides carrier determines the final hydrogen yield for a

chemical looping hydrogen generation process. Nevertheless, when the oxygen carrier is

reduced at a high level, the sintering of materials would be accelerated. In this paper, we

prepare a Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox spinel material and investigate its hydrogen production per-

formance. The results indicate that it exhibits a good redox stability even at reduction level

of 0.75 during 20 cycles. In contrast, the deactivation of Fe2O3 oxygen carrier can be obvi-

ously observed in the first few cycles. This enable the material with stable hydrogen pro-

duction at a high yield about 7 mmol/g, which is 3.5 times higher than that of Fe2O3. Upon

SEM and XRD characterization techniques, we find that the reason of the both good sta-

bility and high hydrogen yield is that the ability of spinel support to inhibit sintering of Cu

and Fe active compositions.

© 2020 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Hydrogen is identified as the most promising and cleanest

energy carrier because it has a high energy density of 120.7 kJ/

g and only produce water during utilization process [1,2].

Hydrogen is defined as an energy carrier rather than a

resource, since it is mainly stored in water. Much primary

energy sources would be consumed to produce hydrogen [3,4].

At present, most of hydrogen is produced by steam methane

reforming technology (SMT) in industrial. However, to obtain

pure hydrogen, multiple reactors and pressure swing

adsorption processes are employed, resulting in the system of

SMT becomes complex. In addition, much methane would be

consumed to provide heat for water-gas shift and the coke
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depositionwould cause catalyst deactivation, which increases

operating costs [5,6]. For the purpose of making it feasible that

H2 becomes an energy carrier, an efficient method to produce

pure hydrogen is indispensable and desirable.

The chemical looping water spitting (CLWS) is a promising

hydrogen generation technology. The CLWS technology can

produce pure hydrogen without any energy penalty for puri-

fication and system of CLWS is simple [7]. Synthesis gas or

carbon dioxide capture can be achieved simultaneously with

the hydrogen production process in CLWS [8]. The achieve-

ment of chemical looping depends on oxygen carrier, which

usually is metal oxides transferring oxygen by phase transi-

tion. A typical CLWS procedure can be described by following

steps. Firstly, oxygen carrier is reduced to oxygen-depleted

stages by fuel (e.g. methane, CO, coal, and biomass, etc.),

meanwhile, the fuel is oxidized [9,10]. Then the oxygen-

depleted oxygen carrier is conveyed to steam reactor. In this

reactor oxygen carrier is re-oxidized and steam is split to

hydrogen simultaneously. The hydrogen is the only gas

product in this process after condensing steam [11].

The key to the chemical looping approach is the selection

and operation of the oxygen carrier materials. In recent years,

a series of metal oxides (e.g. Fe2O3 [12e14], Co3O4 [15,16], and

Mn2O3 [17,18]) have been intensively tested. Among these

materials iron oxide is themost promising one due to the good

compatibility to environment, low costs, good mechanical

strength, and high oxygen storage capacity [14,19]. In terms of

the associated redox reaction of iron oxides for CLWS, two

major cycles are involved according to the different reduction

level. Two mainly pathways for hydrogen production are Fe–

> FeO and FeO– > Fe3O4 [20]. The former pathway is 1.5 times

hydrogen yield than the second one, indicating solid flux or

material usage can be decreased to a quarter in a fluidized or

fixed bed system.

Unfortunately, the significant deactivation can be tested

when oxygen carrier is operated at a high reduction level,

which has been reported by some authors. Bohn et al. studied

redox stability of pure iron oxides with several reduction

levels at 900 �C in a typical chemical looping hydrogen pro-

duction process [21]. They found that oxygen carrier kept a

good reactivity over 10 cycles, when the oxygen carrier with a

low reduction level cycled between phase Fe2O3 and FeO.

However, the hydrogen yield plunged after first redox cycle

when the oxygen carrier was operated at a high reduction

level cycling between Fe2O3 and Fe. Bleeker et al. also found

similar results via testing the surface area change of iron oxide

oxygen carrier in various cycles [22]. The surface area of the

fresh oxygen carrierwas 31m2/g but it diminished to 0.37m2/g

after 14 cycles, when the phase transition of oxygen carrier

was between Fe2O3 and Fe. Diego et al. reported the mecha-

nism of these processes [23]. Because the density of Fe was

much higher than that of FeO, Fe3O4 and Fe2O3, the higher

lattice stress would appear when iron oxides was reduced to

Femetal. This lattice stress would damage the initial structure

of oxygen carrier, causing severe sintering.

In order to prevent material from sintering and improve

redox stability, many inert metal oxides are employed as

support materials, such as Al2O3 [5,24], CeO2 [25], ZnO [26,27],

MgO [28,29], ZrO2 [3,30], and SiO2 [31,32]. These supports as

physical barriers prevent active iron atom from aggregation

and sintering, improving redox stability of oxygen carrier

[33,34]. However, the inert supports addition would change

oxygen storage capacity and reactivity of oxygen carrier. The

interaction of active and inert components cannot be ignored

leading to forming a new inert spinel structure, when reaction

temperature is high enough [35]. The new spinel material

would perform a different physical and chemical properties

with the original material.

Here, we prepared a Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox spinel material as

an oxygen carrier and studied the redox stability at various

reduction levels (C is defined as the proportion of actual

weight loss to that of fully reduction, C ¼ 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1)

in a typical chemical looping hydrogen production process.

Compared with Fe2O3, the Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox showed a better

redox stability at high reduction level.

Experiments

Synthesis of the Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox materials

The sol-gel method was used to prepare Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox

material. Typically, the Cu(NO3)2, Fe(NO3)3, and Al(NO3)3
metal nitrates were dissolved in 100 ml pure water with

molar ratio of 0.2:1:1. Based on molar ratio of Fe3þ:Fe2þ of

1:0.8, the FeCl2 was added to mixed solution. The poly-

ethylene glycol and citric acid then were added to the mixed

solution with 1:4 M ratio and stirred in 110 �C oil bath for 16 h

until it became thick gel. The molar proportion of citric acid

and metal cation was 1.2:1. At last, the gel precursor was

calcined at 500 �C (10 �C/min) for 2 h and then to 1000 �C
(10 �C/min) for 2 h at air atmosphere. The CuAl2O4, FeAl2O4,

CuFe2O4, and Fe2O3 were also synthesized by the sol-gel

method for reference.

Material characterization

In order to characterize the crystalline phases of the oxygen

carriers, X-ray diffraction (XRD) samples were implemented

using Rigaku SmartLab 9 diffractometer in the range of (2q)

10� to 80�. The HORIBA Evolution spectrometer (Raman

spectra) with a 532 nm He/Ne laser source was also employed

to characterize the material crystalline structure. The scan-

ning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed to investigate

surface morphology of the materials. The FEI 400FEG electron

microscope was used to observe oxygen carriers which were

pretreated by spray gold. Temperature program reduction

(TPR) with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was

implemented using FineSorb-3010 equipment. The 20 mg

sample was first pretreated under He atmosphere at 200 �C.
After the reactor cooled to room temperature, 10% hydrogen

was employed as reduction agent at a gas rate of 20 ml/min

from room temperature to 900 �C with a ramp rate of 10 �C/
min.

The redox reactivity and phase transition of the Cu0$2-

Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier were investigated in thermogra-

vimetric analyzer (TGA) with 5% CO at 700 �C. CO2 was used as

an oxidation agent for simulated steam. Finally, air was fed

into thermogravimetric analyzer and N2 was used as purge

gas. All gas flow rates were 50 ml/min.
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Chemical looping tests

The 0.5 g Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier was reduced by 5%

carbonmonoxide. Subsequently, it was oxidized by 30% steam

and air with the gas flow rates of 1200 ml/min in a 12 mm

inner diameter fixed bed reactor at 600, 700, 800, and 900 �C.
The outlet gases were detected by MRU gas analyzer. The

hydrogen yield and oxygen carrier reduction level were

calculated bymole of carbon dioxide and hydrogen in produce

gases. The details of experimental process can acquire from

our former study [36].

Results and discussion

Material characterization

The XRD patterns of Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox is illustrated in Fig. 1,

of which the main diffraction peaks locate at 30.8�, 36.4� and

44.1�. The lattice parameter of Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox was 8.17 �A.

For research the crystalline structure of this material, FeAl2O4,

CuAl2O4, and CuFe2O4 (AB2O4) spinel materials were prepared

as references with the lattice parameter of 8.15 �A (FeAl2O4,

PDF: 34e0192), 8.08 �A (CuAl2O4, PDF: 33e0448), and 8.35 �A

(CuFe2O4, PDF: 25e0283), respectively. Because the cation

radius of A site Cu2þ (0.073 nm) and B site Al3þ (0.068 nm) are

lower than that of Fe2þ (0.077 nm) and Fe3þ (0.069 nm), the

lattice parameter increase of Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox can be attrib-

uted to the A site Cu2þ cation and B site Al3þ cation were

partial replaced by Fe2þ and Fe3þ in the original CuAl2O4 spinel

structure. Therefore, it can infer that the Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox

material was formed from partial cations substitution.

Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectrum of the Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox

oxygen carrier, where fivemain peaks were observed. The Oh-

site mode situated at ~219, ~400 and ~494 cm�1 corresponding

to the octahedral sublattice structure and Td-site mode

located at ~603 and ~723 cm�1 corresponding to the tetrahe-

dral sublattice structure [37]. It can conclude that based on the

group theory the oxygen carrier was a pure Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox

cubic inverse spinel structure from the Raman spectrum.

Reactivity tests

The hydrogen temperature programmed reduction (TPR)

profiles of Fe2O3 and Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox are illustrated in Fig. 3.

The loosely bonded oxygen on the surface of oxygen carrier

would generate the initial low temperature reduction peak

and the lattice oxygen of bulk phase would produce the

reduction peaks of high temperature [38]. Compared with the

pure Fe2O3, Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier showed four

Fig. 1 e XRD patterns of the prepared Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox

material. The crystalline patterns correspond to

CuAl2O4(vertical red lines), FeAl2O4(vertical blue lines) and

CuFe2O4 (vertical black lines), respectively.

Fig. 2 e The Raman spectra of the as-prepared

Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier.

Fig. 3 e TPR curves of the prepared materials. (a)

Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox (b) Fe2O3.
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main reduction peaks at 269.4 �C, 346.7 �C, 487.3 �C, and

590.6 �C [39]. The temperature of initial reduction peak was

lower than that of Fe2O3, which can be contribute to Cu oxide

reduction. In addition, the Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier

was nearly fully reduced at ~750 �Cwhichwas lower than that

of Fe2O3, suggesting that the lattice oxygen of thematerial can

be absolutely released in that temperature and the Cu dopant

can obviously improve the lattice oxygen reactivity of iron

oxide.

According to the TPR results, the fully reduction tempera-

ture of Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier was nearly 750 �C. For
further study the reactivity in a typical CLWS process, the

Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier was investigated in a fixed

bed reactor with 600, 700, 800, and 900 �C. As a contrast, the

Fe2O3 oxygen carrier was also tested in various temperature.

As is shown in Fig. 4, high hydrogen production rate of two

materials can be found at 900 �C. The hydrogen production

rate and yield deteriorated with the decrease of the reaction

temperatures. When the temperature dropped from 900 to

700 �C, the hydrogen yield of the iron oxide sample decreased

by a quarter. But the hydrogen yield of Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox ox-

ygen carrier was still nearly 10 mmol/g, which was not obvi-

ously changed with temperature decrease. As temperature

further decrease to 600 �C, the plunge of hydrogen yield can be

noticed in Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox sample. It can be deduced that

Cu dopant effectively improved the reactivity of the lattice

oxygen and further lowered the reaction temperature.

Redox stability in chemical looping process

Some authors have reported that the severe deactivation

would appear when oxygen carrier was operated at a high

reduction level [40]. Therefore, the Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen

carrier was tested with several reduction levels in a fixed bed

reactor.Asa contrast, Fe2O3oxygencarrierwasalso tested.The

reduction levels are got by calculated the amount of carbon

dioxide product in reduction process. Therefore, the oxygen

carrier was first fully reduced. Then the CO reduction time of

each reduction levels were confirmed for the next cycle tests.

The reduction time was fixed for one of reduction level.

Typically, as is shown in Fig. 5, both two oxygen carriers

performed good redox stability during the whole 20 cycles

with the reduction level of 0.25. But the hydrogen yield was

both lower than 2 mmol/g. As the reduction level raised, the

hydrogen yield of both two oxygen carriers increased at first

cycle but the Fe2O3 was rapidly deactivated in following cy-

cles. But the Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox exhibited a better redox sta-

bility than Fe2O3. The hydrogen yield of Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox and

Fe2O3 was 7.69mmol/g and 5.19mmol/g under reduction level

of 0.75 at the first cycle. After 20 cycles, the Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox

material remained a high hydrogen yield of 7.05 mmol/g but it

diminished to 1.9 mmol/g for Fe2O3. These results revealed

that Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox material can keep a good stability even

at reduction level of 0.75 suggesting that the less materials

usage in a fixed bed reactor or solid flux in a fluidized reactor

can be implemented.

Mechanism study

For further exploration of the above results mechanism, the

material was tested in TG analyzer. The various reaction

stages of oxygen carrier were characterized by X-ray

diffraction. The phase transition of the oxygen carrier was

confirmed by weight loss and XRD patterns in a chemical

looping cycle.

Fig. 6 shows the TG curve combined with XRD patterns, the

spinel diffraction peaks could be found and the Cu metal

diffraction peak can be observed since the initial reduction

minutes, indicating the Cumetal was firstly exsolved from the

spinel support and phase transitions of support material were

between different spinel. With further reduction of CO, the

intensity of the spinel peaks gradually decreased, the Cu

metal diffraction peak was no change, suggesting the Cu was

absolutely exsolved from spinel support. Thereby thematerial

generally converted to the formation of Cu0/FeAlOx spinel. In

addition, the diffraction peak of Fe metal was noticed and

gradually increased in later reduction stages. It can be

concluded that the active compositions of Cu and Fe in the

spinel were gradually exsolved from the support spinel in the

reduction process. In fully reduction stage, onlymetallic peaks

Fig. 4 e The time-varying hydrogen yield of (a) Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox (b) Fe2O3 at various temperatures.
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can be observed and no spinel characteristic peaks could be

detected. The absence of Al element was possibly that Al2O3

existed in an amorphous state. So the material phase was

Cu0Fe0/Al2O3 after full reduction.

In subsequently, the Cu0Fe0/Al2O3 oxygen carrier was re-

oxidized by CO2. Fig. 6b shows that the Fe metal was rapidly

dissolved into Al2O3 and formed a spinel structure, which can

be deduced from spinel diffraction peaks. And the Cu metal

was also dissolved into the FeAlOx spinel support in air

oxidation stage. After air oxidation other peaks all dis-

appeared except spinel diffraction peaks, indicating the oxy-

gen carrier regenerated back to initial spinel structure.

Following the phase transition analysis, the phase of

Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier in each reduction and

oxidation stages was characterized by XRD at 1st, 5th, 10th

and 20th cycles under reduction level of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.

It can be observed in Fig. 7 that the phase transition was

reversible in all cases. But there were two different cycle

systems. One was the oxygen carrier was fully reduced to

Cu0Fe0 metal and Al2O3 phases (Fig. 7a). Another one was the

oxygen carrier partial reduced to Cu0Fe0 metal and spinel

phase (Fig. 7b, c, and d). But when it comes to complete

reduction, as cycle number grew, the metal diffraction peak

became weaker, indicating the part of spinel was not reduc-

ible in the same CO reduction times. The aggregation and

growth of the crystalline spinel phase inhibited the bulk

lattice oxygen diffusion. It can be deduced that the spinel

support can inhibit the aggregation and sintering of the

active phase.

The Scherrer equationwas used to calculate crystallite size

of oxygen carrier in various cycles (Fig. 8). The crystallite size

of oxygen carrier was lower than 55 nm when the reduction

Fig. 5 e The hydrogen yield of (a) Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox and (b) Fe2O3 with various reduction levels at 700 �C during 20 cycles.

Fig. 6 e (a) The TG curve of Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox material with CO reduction, CO2 and air oxidation at 700 �C. (b) The XRD

patterns of Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox material corresponding to TG curve in various stages.
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level was less than 0.75. In addition, as cycle number increase,

crystallite size did not obviously increase. In contrast, the

grain size of oxygen carrier, which was fully reduced and

oxidized, rapidly increased to nearly 65 nm. The oxygen car-

rier cannot be fully reduced at the same reduction time,

resulting in the hydrogen yield decrease. Fig. 9 shows the

surface morphology of the Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier

which cycled with various reduction level. The obvious ag-

gregation and sintering of particle can be observed, when the

oxygen carrier was cycling with fully reduction and oxidation

(C ¼ 1), which agreed with the XRD results.

Conclusion

In this study, we synthesized a Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Ox spinel ma-

terial for chemical looping hydrogen production and

Fig. 7 e The XRD patterns of Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox oxygen carrier with various reduction levels at 700 �C. (a) C ¼ 1 (b) C ¼ 0.75 (c)

C ¼ 0.5 (d) C ¼ 0.25 at 1st, 5th, 10th and 20th cycles.

Fig. 8 e The crystallite size evolution of Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox

oxygen carrier with various reduction levels at 700 �C.
Fig. 9 e The SEM images of Cu0·2Fe0·8(FeAl)Ox oxygen

carrier with various reduction levels at 700 �C. (a) C ¼ 1

(b) C ¼ 0.75 (c) C ¼ 0.5 (d) C ¼ 0.25 after 20 cycles.
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investigated its reactivity and redox stability at different tem-

peratures and several reduction levels. As the material char-

acterization results of XRD and Raman spectra, the

Cu0$2Fe0$8(FeAl)Oxmaterial showed a pure cubic inverse spinel

structure. In TPR and fixed bed tests, this spinel material

exhibited a higher reactivity than Fe2O3 sample. In addition, it

performed a high redox stability and hydrogen yield with

reduction level of 0.75 in prolonged fixed bed tests. The

mechanism research showed the active phase of Cu and Fe

exsolved from the support in reduction stage, and dissolved

into the support during oxidation process. And the spinel

support can inhibit migration and aggregation of the active

phase to improve redox stability. The oxygen carrier stable

operating at a high reduction level can not only ensure a high

hydrogenyield but also can effectively reducematerial loading

or circulating flow rate in practical fixed or fluidized bed.
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